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The ECA Programme at Al Sadiq

Islamic English School offers students a

wide array of opportunities for

physical and creative recreation

including games, clubs, communication

and critical thinking. Providing a

platform for students to explore their

talents, interests and develop beyond

their academic pursuits.



Stories - Animations - Games Designing - 3D Designing

(Year 3 - 6)

Unleash your imagination and develop analytical skills to
make games and stories with code! Learners will carefully
craft and choreograph their own creations using a visual

scripting language to animate characters, change scenes and
even add voiceovers. Join us on an adventure of a lifetime, as

you learn to build epic games using nothing but the #1
children’s programming language on the planet, Scratch.
Scratch is the must-know coding language of the decade!



Want to know the weather condition before leaving for
the destination? AI and ML is all around us - we all use

machine learning systems every day - such as spam filters,
recommendation engines, language translation services,
chatbots and digital assistants, search engines, and fraud

detection systems. It will soon be normal for machine
learning systems to drive our cars, and help doctors to

diagnose and treat our illnesses - Tesla or Siri are the best
and recent examples of artificial intelligence.

Artificial Intelligence and Robotics

(Year 4 - 6)



Design is the art of discovering all the things that haven't been
made yet. Introduction to watercolours; play with brush

strokes and marks to discover how the brushes and paints act;
create a colour pallet page to experiment with how the paints

work, what the colours are, and how to alter them. Learn 9
basic watercolour techniques, guide students through using

the techniques learned to create their own final painting, and
understand how to bring harmony in the artworks by using
different layers of wet and dry materials such as Acrylic, Oil

Pastel, Soft Pastel, and some technique of coloration in golden
proportion composition. 

Fine Arts 

FS - Year 6



Speech & Drama

(Year 1 - 6)

Lights Camera Act Drama, Drama, Drama! Students out
here will learn various acting techniques including

Meisner acting technique, Stanislavski Method, Method
Acting Technique, Chekhov Technique with fun viola
Spolin acting games and will get a chance to perform in

front of a live audience.



Karate

(Fs - Year 6)

Karate Kid inculcate a sense of wellbeing through their
martial arts classes that help in trainings one’s mind,
strengthen the physique and enhance coordination. It
creates a complete transformation developing discipline,
self-reliance, patience, and inner endurance. Martial arts is a
proper equation of endurance, flexibility and strength. 



Recitation & Memorisation of Holy Quran

(Fs - Year 6)

 This club aims to enhance today’s generation by
strengthening their connection to the Holy Quran. 

The aim of this club is to promote creativity through
photography, to share and critique the photographs of peers,
to educate and improve technical skills, and to spread the love
of photography throughout the community

Photography Club

(Year 5 - 6)



Sports club at Al Sadiq offers students an

opportunity to participate in a broad variety of

sports activities. All programs are based on

student interest and designed to enhance the

experience by creating an environment where

students can unite in diverse groups to achieve

common goals and objectives while encouraging

healthy lifestyles. Members will participate in

external fitness challenges and competitions with

a focus on creating and training sport specific

teams. 

Sports Club - Basketball, Badminton, Football

(Year 3 - 6)



Fitness Club 
Fitness club aims to provide an assortment of activities.
Students will enjoy non-competitive activities where they
will challenge their fitness individually and as part of a team

Art/Craft Club

The Art Club allows pupils a shared interest in art to gather
and create art. Through the weekly sessions, the pupils
explore different media such as paint, paper crafts and mixed
media. These art projects provide platforms for pupils to
enhance their creativity and self-expression, and to gain a
greater understanding of concepts and ideas in art

FS2 CLUBS



Literacy Club 

Aims at fostering a love for the English Language through a
wide spectrum of literary activities

Science Club

The purpose of the Science Club is to promote inquisitiveness
among the school students and inculcate Scientific temper
among them. We hope to encourage, motivate and equip the
students in applications of Science and its interface with
society and to trigger interest among the students in Science

Islamic Club
To help and encourage children to acquire knowledge of Islam,
its history and culture, and to practice Islam as a complete way

of life.



Maths Club 

Maths clubs are dedicated extra-curricular maths get-
togethers that breathe new life into maths beyond the
classroom. They come in all shapes and sizes. However, they
all focus on two things: having fun with maths and learning.
Maths clubs will develop children’s knowledge and
understanding of maths, strengthen the cross-curricular links
with maths and other subjects, apply their maths skills to
other ‘real-life’ maths investigations and sharpen their critical
thinking skills.

Phonics Club 

Phonics club aims to develop students love for reading.
Using and applying their phonetic knowledge to further
enhance their knowledge and understanding.


